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About This Game

School Fab Lab Virtual Reality (SFL VR) makes it possible for anyone to experience
a digital fabrication laboratory from anywhere, using virtual reality!

School Fab Lab Virtual Reality replicates an environment simulating a physical presence where users delve into different
stations and learn about various digital fabrication processes. Immersion in the Fabrication Laboratory enables them to interact

with machines, learning how to use them and what is possible to fabricate.

Intended to reach any student, K-12 school, or educational institution, SFL VR provides knowledge and training on digital
fabrication without requiring physical access to the machines or space.

Immersed in the Fab Lab, you interact with machines, learning how to use them and what can be created, how to fly drones and
build 3D printers.
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If you want to build a Makerspace, this environment helps you to understand machine size, space required, and layout in respect
to your physical space.

The School Fab Lab Virtual Reality App allows you to:
 - 3D Print, Laser Cut, Vinyl Cut, and CNC Mill various objects out of a multitude of materials

 - Pick up objects to examine what you build to understand object physics and dynamics
 - Find pre-selected objects online to bring into the VR space

 - Learn how to assemble and disassemble 3D printers
 - Practice flying a drone with flight simulation using first-person-view (FPV)

 - Operate Machines to understand the digital fabrication process
 - Experience additive and subtractive manufacturing

 - Learn how to navigate in a 3D space
 - Customize space layout

Mission:
Our passion is to empower youth with 21st century skills. Our mission is to improve the teaching of science, technology,

engineering, art and mathematics (STEAM) in schools, utilizing mixed reality as a toolset for educators.

More about the App
Over the last four years, we developed Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) applications to bring digital

fabrication laboratories, known as Fab Lab Makerspaces, to K-12 education. The Apps empower educators to create immersive
environments that bring digital fabrication machines into their classroom. Students learn how 3D Printers, Laser Cutters, Vinyl
Cutters and CNC Milling Machines work and experience fabricating various objects. With this new tool teachers and students
can design, configure and transform their classroom into a virtual Fab Lab Makerspace using VR, AR and situated learning.

Partners:
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Ticket is real gem. It's first off, a pretty solid platformer that feels good to play. Shoutouts to the Ticket speedrunning
community, I haven't started running yet, but plan to.

This game is, "let's make a game, man" the game. I have made heaps of prototypes that never get off the ground. Ticket is a
semi-truck smashing through a carwash. They got the game done. Ticket is jazz.. I highly recommend King's Quest VI. Best in
the series. The first IV are ok. Do not play King's Quest V, whatever you do, as it sucks. King's Quest VII is pretty good,
although the cartoony CDi-style cutscenes might not be for everyone (they are not as bad as the Mario and Zelda games,
though). If you wish to watch the intro I would recommend running it in Scumm. Otherwise it will look and sound awful. The
game has recently been the subject of mockery and memes, but do not be fooled. The game is not as bad as they say.

I would recommend playing the SCI remake of King's Quest I on the "Legacy" compilation as it solves certain obscure puzzles.
You will have to run it in Scumm to get it to work properly, however.

One problem with the games is that you will need to look up certain puzzle solutions. This was a form of copy protection. For
example, in King's Quest VI the Cliffs of Logic required the manual to solve its puzzles.. annoying because i payed \u00a312
the next week it was \u00a36 ON SALE. i love the new campaign. Best Dlc yet. 100% recommend.. honestly disregarding the
community and bugs because its such a new game theres really no community;
its a great game in every right that i enjoy and want out of a game. but i only have 1 friend to play this game with.
meaning its kind of lonely without friends.

i would give it an 8\/10

i would like to see bots and a training or practice mode in the game.. Very grindy, as with most cookie clickers. Nothing
interesting. After playing for a day, won't open, freezes during loading.. Lovable characters, hilarious dialogue and wacky
puzzles all return here and make for another Monkey Island more than worth your time and money. The cherry on top is the
very interesting commentary from the most important guys involved with the game's development (Ron Gilbert, Tim Schafer,
and Dave Grossman).

Not as good as the original Monkey Island, but an excellent game none the less.. Don' buy this game unless you enjoy the
following:
-Very slow build ups
-Unintelligent gameplay
-Difficulty based off of restrictive movement and buffed enemy health
-Enemies with no intelligence
-No pause menus during gameplay
-No exit button or main menu at all

*I got to wave 99 on my first runthrough. Every enemy is predictable or on a preditermined path. Wave games are meant to
implement reflexes and the players ability to process multiple scenarios while continously thining the arena and observing a
potential path. This game just forces you into corners, runs you into monotonous cycles, and did a fine job of not even living up
to it's name. Good thing it was only $2 on sale. It isn't even worth that, to be honest.
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This game somewhat reminds me of old PS Vita action platofmers. It's basically a much better Polara. The whole idea of
unlocking colours as you progress is fantastic - not only the visuals keep improving with player's progress, so does the difficulty.
Gameplay is accompanied by enjoyable music. It is also quite challenging, so the chances of getting bored are quite slim.

I highly recommend it.. It's not too hard and it's fun to advance,m but the stupidest thing is that you can't see what is coming.
Top down only view, and no ability to view the track before racing. You have no idea when turns are coming except an arrow on
the ground that appears split seconds before the turn. You also can't possibly see upcoming mines. Just a weak gameplay overall.
Graphics don't make a game; gameplay does, and nobody who makes games seems to realize that anymore.. I'm gonna have to
say i don't recommend this one, there is no true way of knowing where to go, and then i just got stuck on a poisonous planet,
couldn't even get back to the original system to charge my battery, so yeah it is fun at first but the stuff they expect players to do
is impossible, on the toxic planet my character just would not move fast enough to make it from flower to flower, and they are
too rare, so yeah just skip this one, the tasks are nearly impossible once you leave the first planet... it's a shame to, the first
planet was fun... such a shame.... Yes I recommend totally! One of the most fun side-scrolling games I have ever played!!! And
oh God the sound track ITS SO AMAZING PLEASE GIVE US SOUNDTRACK ADD ON PLZ. <333333333333333333
Game is amazing would never stop playing for the world. This is a sweet little puzzle game. Like the graphics & the music. :).
Rednoses Everywhere!! Clowns On The Loose By Killing People Go Buy This To See Clowns Fail At Jugguling!!. Better in
every way as both a sequel to the original, and a sequel to the remaster.
Just more fun in general. Better story, writing, pacing, humour, art, and music. Better puzzles. The writing is more suited to
being voice acted, whereas the writing in the original didn't translate well to voice at times. Remastered art and music have
much more care put in than the first game's remaster. Guybrush doesn't look so derpy now. There's achievements this time
around, and dev commentary. Recommended.
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